
Reduce Costs
Simple platform reduces training expenses and overall cost 
of ownership
More efficient driver deployment lowers overall operational
costs
Maximize the number of stops a driver makes

Support Contractors
Adapt and activate contractor drivers when demand 
fluctuates
Support Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) initiatives
Eliminate requirement to rent or purchase hardware

FEATURES
Item-Level Scanning

Track Anything, Anywhere.
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ShipTrack’s mobile app helps drivers become more efficient by 
eliminating unnecessary mileage and streamlining processes 
with a comprehensive delivery management application. The 
ShipTrack smartphone app, straightforward, intuitive workflow 
helps driver in each step of the delivery process. Couple that with 
a familiar smartphone app experience, get improved services, 
increased productivity, and fewer errors. With ShipTrack,
drivers remain focused on meeting customers’ delivery 
requirements.

Real-Time Tracking and Tracing

Delivery Driver
Solution Sheet Track inventory on the item-level

One reference number with item-level visibility
Grouping and filtering capabilities

Regular in-transit scans provide visibility
Keep customers informed on status of deliveries
Reduce customer service/support calls on 
status updates

Barcode Scanning
High-volume scanning functionality
Camera-based barcode scanning
3rd-party hardware scanning integration

GPS Tracking and Geocoding
Turn-by-turn directions with maps
Transactions monitor scan date, time, and location
Track route navigation

Notification Management
Detailed job information sent directly to drivers’
mobile devices
On-the-fly route adjustment
New and updated job notification

Proof of Delivery Platform
Electronic signature capture enables
delivery confirmation
Fewer customer disputes with GPS, photos, and digital
signatures
Drivers no longer need to file EOD paperwork
Easily and quickly provide proof of service completion for
invoicing

Improve Customer Service
Real-time visibility and accountability throughout entire
delovery or pickup
Provides customers with immediate and comprehensive
information
Improve customer satisfaction and service faster response
times

User-Friendly
Drivers download free app on any smartphone
Minimal training with familiar devices and intuitive user
interfaces
Zero learning-curve for different hardware and complex 
software

BENEFITS


